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FOREWORD FROM THE FOUNDER

It was but natural to want to invite feminist/philanthropist friends with
whom I have straddled over 20 years of work across the global divide! They
all also have, in one or the other capacity, directly engaged with Tewa since it’s
conceptualization! Their presence here and their physical witnessing was more my
need than theirs. A representative group gathered at the Tewa Centre early April
2014, for which I am grateful. I missed those who wished to, but could not be
physically present.
It would have been a missed opportunity not to create a reflective space during
those days where we could gather the “Gems Along the Journey/s” (GAJ)! This
booklet is the outcome of those 3 half days facilitated by Luchie, Rita, and Hope
who took the additional responsibility of pulling together thoughts, experiences,
and passions, converting them into the GAJ in its uncut essence form, as it was
then delivered.
Although we lived across great geographic and contextual divides, our thinking,
feelings, doings were similar for we struggled for the same ends – empowering and
the advancement of women worldwide. A journey seeking our immediate truth/s
individually and collectively, and following them through with perseverance and
dedication! How could it not but be the same!
The GAJ will speak its own tongue to those who pick up this booklet.
Rita Thapa
Founder
Tewa
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FOREWORD FROM THE PRESIDENT AND THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

It gives us immense pleasure to present the “Gems along the Journeys” document
which encapsulates the experience, musings, and knowledge sharing of leading
feminists across the globe. We were delighted to welcome friends, supporters and
sisters of Tewa since its inception. We would like to take this opportunity to thank
everyone: Kavita N. Ramdas, Representative- The Ford Foundation, New Delhi;
Tracy Gary, Legacy Mentor and Philanthropist; Musimbi Kanyoro, President
and CEO- The Global Fund for Women; Anne Firth Murray, Founder, The Global
Fund for Women and Lecturer at Stanford University USA; Hope Chigudu,
Feminist Activist; Louise Davis, President, PRBB Foundation, USA; Luchie
Pavia Ticzon, Integral Organisation Development Consultant; Vanita Mukherjee,
Program Officer, The Ford Foundation, New Delhi; Sussane E. Jalbert, Women’s
Economic Empowerment Expert and Tewa Ambassador Extraordinary, Samantha
Forrest, Masters Student, young feminist and daughter of Louise Davis, Heera
Singh, Grants Administrator, The Ford Foundation, New Delhi and Paula Milano,
SC Durga for being present with us in body, mind and spirits.
Tewa also organized a historical event in her premises on April 2, 2014 to celebrate
the occasion of stepping into her 20th year and the closure of Sampanna Campaign.
Sampanna Campaign was a 3 year long fundraising initiative launched in March
2011 with an intention to complete Tewa Land and Building Development Project
(TL&BDP) during which all Tewa staff, Board and members and 90 Tewa grantees
became our donors. We are grateful to all our international donors, sisters and
friends for gifting this legacy. Along with the international feminist speakers,
the celebration saw the presence of many philanthropists, well wishers, friends
and family, Tewa grantees and volunteers, development practitioners and over 30
women’s organizations from all over Nepal.
Our sincere appreciation to all who walked the path with us in Tewa’s journey for
women empowerment, sustainable development, equitable justice and peace and
continue to give us the strength. Deepest appreciation and gratitude towards our
founder Rita Thapa for germinating this seed, which has spread not only nationally
but across the universe. The “Gems along the Journeys” will be a source for
future feminist activists and leaders in the women’s movement to walk this path of
emancipation, equality and equity.
Thank you.
Sadhana Shrestha
Nirmala K.C		
President		
Executive Director
Tewa			Tewa
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ACRONYMS

CBOs

Community-based Organisations

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

ED

Executive Director

FF

Ford Foundation

GFW

Global Fund for Women

GIZ

Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit

GAJ

Gems Along the Journeys

GTZ

Gessellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit

GWOB

Grantmakers Without Borders

INWF

International Network of Women ‘s Funds

LGBT

Lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender

NGOs

Non-government Organisations

PRBB

The PRBB Foundation

SC

Sampanna Campaign

TL&BDP

Tewa Land and Building Development Project

TC

Tewa Centre

UN

United Nations

UNIFEM

United Nations Development Fund for Women

USA

United States of America

USAID

United States Agency for International Development
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1.0 INVITATION
Earlier in 2014, an invitation went out to friends of Tewa. The following contains
extracts from that invitation:

With a sense of excitement, I am sharing with you all that the Tewa Executive
Board formally now decided that they, along with Meera & I (Rita) as Sampanna
Campaign (SC) Co-coordinators, would be honoured to host the “gems along the
journeys” workshop following the SC closing event that you would be invited to
on the 2nd April 2014, and the following workshop from the 4 – 6 April, 2014.
Although Tewa is taking the initiative to invite you, the Board is well aware that
this is as much YOUR event and workshop which Tewa has the privilege to host at
the Tewa Center!
…This special invitation will go out to all the campaign “durgas” as well, and
those of you who have been a part of our journey from the very beginning, and
who have supported and encouraged us on this 19 years long road to being a local
women’s fund, breaking grounds in many ways in Nepal.

RESPONSE

The response was positive mostly because for many of us who have participated in
the evolution of Tewa - the diversity, resilience, innovation, creativity and its sheer
courage have been an integral aspect of the terrain of building it. Tewa is owned
by many people from within and out of Nepal. It is a fund that has been built with
love and tenderness; it is no wonder that women from Nepal, USA, Africa, and Asia
were part of the one-week celebrations. Along with conversations, were festivities,
wellbeing sessions, and dinners hosted by different Tewa sisters in their own homes.
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2.0 CELEBRATION
The formal ceremonies consisted of two parts, with the first beginning at 1.30 in the
afternoon on the main grounds of the Tewa Centre, and opening with introduction
of key donors and the formal inauguration of infrastructure and monument of
donors, including the Puja of Saraswoti shrine and Worshiping of Grotto. After
some refreshments, the second part moved to the Rangamanch- open air theatrefor the Closing of the Sampanna Campaign. Called to the dais by Riva Thapa,
General Secretary of Tewa board were: Sadhana Shrestha, Executive Director for the
Welcome address; Campaign leaders Rita Thapa and Meera Jyoti for Introduction
of SC and Financial status; Global Fund Women (GFW) President Musimbi
Kanyoro, Philanthropist and Legacy Mentor Tracy Gary, The Ford Foundation, New
Delhi Representative Kavita Nandini Ramdas, PRBB Foundation President and
Nava Durga Louise Davis, Nepali SC donor Kamal Rupakheti, and SC donor and
Tewa grantee Rina Rai for their Keynote addresses; Tewa volunteers for handing of
mementos; Gender Rights & Policy Specialist Chandni Joshi for her Chief Guest
Keynote address; handing over of Founder’s grant to Nirmala Gupta of Dalit Mahila
Ekta Kendra, Dang; and Tewa board chair Nirmala KC, PhD for closing remarks.
This was followed by refreshments, entertainment, and general celebrations, which
included spontaneous dancing on stage and below stage. ‘Twas fun and felt good!
Of significance was the story shared by Nepali SC donor, the only male in the dais,
of how effective Rita’s approach was in engaging him and of his expectation that if
in the past Tewa update consisted in status of SC, he looked forward to updates on
actual grants; most touching was his personal sharing of his wife’s health condition
that led him to support the SC.
The function ended
with music, dances
and drinks.

From L to R: Kavita, Hope,
Musimbi, Luchie, Anne
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3.0 ‘WORKSHOPS’/CONVERSATION
We sat in the Tewa training room, on the banks of our conversation, those of us
who had come, contemplating the plunge. Some were ready to jump, looking
forward to the immersion, the tussle and the shifts that it could bring. Others came
thirsty, looking to drink from the communal cup, missing this form of sanctuary
in their busy lives. Some felt deeply connected to this busyness, struggling to be
still and feeling self-indulgent in the attempt. Others, dragging their heels, felt
ambivalent, but open to what may come. Some came curious – who would be here
and what multifarious initiatives for social change would they represent? No matter
what was happening to each one of us, we were happy to sit in the room together;
sisters united by love of freedom and of Tewa.
The three-day conversation proved to be a valuable method of inquiry and
observation, leading many of us involved to new understanding and inspiration.
The conversation – both its products and the form that it took – proved to be
worth sharing amongst all those interested in Tewa. This document shares the
conversation (verbatim) to the extent that it is able.

From L to R: Heera, Tracy, Chhaya, Pragya, Sheetal, Anima
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DAY ONE

3.1 WORKSHOP I: Tewa TIMELINE:
FACILITATED BY HOPE CHIGUDU
So here we are then, those of us who made it; a venerable group of NGO leaders,
activists, facilitators, friends and donors. Yes, venerable – turns out that those
who chose to arrive have put in many years of dedicated service to social activism
through the medium of NGO/consultancy work. As we look around we recognise
people we may not have seen for some years, people we have been connected to
through Rita’s regular updates, and some with whom we have come a long way,
people of standing and stature in the women’s movement and NGO community.
People, who, it turns out, have dedicated their lives to fighting for women’s rights.
So here we are, to engage in a conversation, over three days, which may be both
transformatory and revelatory, or neither.
FACILITATION

As facilitators; Luchie, Rita and me (Hope) we are not here to teach, or bring to
conclusion, or reveal alternative paths, or read what others cannot see. We are here
to be ‘not-here’, so that the conversation is a free flow between participants. We
are here to guide through ‘not guiding’, so that the conversation can go where it
must. We are here, really, to be present in such a way that everyone is enabled to be
present to each other, to the phenomenon of our inquiry, to the conversation and to
themselves.
At the same time, the process is not simply ‘left to happen’; it is focused, facilitated,
encouraged to develop, to deepen, to discover. We are in search of something.
Equality, creativity and openness in conversation are only part of the mix.
WELCOME

The Chair of the Board, Nirmala KC, made some welcoming remarks at the
beginning of the conversations. She welcomed all who had responded to the
invitation and had come to celebrate with “Tewa Turning 20” and the closing of
the SC event/s. Twenty is a significant age; one is leaving a phase—teenage with its
volatility and excitement and entering another stage of maturity. It’s no wonder in
many cultures there are rituals associated with turning twenty.
Nirmala wished the gathering a wonderful day. With this she handed over to Hope
Chigudu who was the facilitator for Day 1.
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Hope began by wishing that the
half a day would be inspirational,
reflective and educative. She said
the space was open for dreaming,
imagining, invoking, and being as
controversial as we wished, provided
we remained present and focused.
Hope explained that the day would
be committed to discussing Tewa’s
Hope
timeline and harvesting important gems
for the journey. ‘Although we will focus on Tewa’s timeline and journey, our own
individual journeys are interlinked with Tewa’s since we have been co-creators.’
Therefore, she invited us to reflect on our journey as we reflected on Tewa’s.
THE PERSONAL IS POLITICAL

Everyone was asked to introduce themselves by sharing:
•

Who we are?

•

Where do we come from?

•

Connections to Tewa.

The sharing from the visitors and the Tewa team resulted in a rich, deep, wide, yet
contained and loving acceptance of variations and unity reflective of the global
context which the circle represented. A sense of the new arising from the healing of
decades’ old experiences infused the circle. (See annex 1 for detailed introductions.)
Individual introductions were over and we needed to be introduced to Tewa;
formation and growth. Hope reminded us that the Tewa story does not stand alone
in a vacuum but is connected to bodies, feelings and emotions. It is a story about
breaking chains of conformity, touching the highest part of ourselves, and finding
ourselves creatures of creativity, and intelligence. It is about visualization, the
process of imagining ourselves as part of our ultimate dream, feeling it, touching it
in our minds. It is about overcoming the fear of learning and making mistakes, the
fear of seeing the godlike in ourselves.
With that introduction, Hope requested Rita to present Tewa’s timeline and bring
herself into the story. She invited all the other colleagues to bring themselves into
this story and keep reflecting on where each one was politically, emotionally and
spiritually as Tewa was being built.
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RITA’S STORY

She began by thanking each one for responding to the invitation and explained that
Tewa is the outcome of our collective/cumulative work. ‘I couldn’t have done this
on my own’.
I come from some privileged background. I was in boarding school, during
holidays, we went to different districts where my father was posted and had very
early impressions of Nepal as a diverse country. I also realized that coming from
privilege I had some responsibility toward society.
I married into a patriarchal and politically powerful family and did my ‘Ph D’ in
a practical sense by being a junior female member in the joint family, where, for 7
years, I cried myself to sleep. When we moved from the communal house, I began
to “jump in” to volunteer whenever the opportunity arose and learned many lessons
and skills. Also when I saw gaps where women could do with some organizing, I
would “jump in” to create space for amplifying their voices. This is how some few
organizations were born.
In 1988, when my husband died, I stayed in a one year traditional mourning
period, after which as a single parent to 3 school going children, I had to earn
money to educate and support them. I worked with the following organisations:
The Canadian Cooperation Office, Oxfam, GIZ as GTZ then, and the then
UNIFEM which is UN Women, today. At the same time, I was continuing my
activism e.g. my work with ABC/Nepal, on the ground-breaking work on the
trafficking of women (1990).
As I began to understand development politics of foreign aid and how that can
foster dependency, I realized that I was being a part of a problem rather than a
solution. I also felt that philanthropy practiced within religious and cultural giving
was waning with urbanization, modernization and
process of globalisation. I questioned myself whether
I was giving back to my community or just doing the
required annual death rituals for my husband. I also
realised that women had began to organize politically
and socially post women’s decade as development aid
began to focus on them. However, the women could
not write proposals in English and donor structures
did not get down that far.
Rita
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I was questioning and imaging alternatives, and this became the basis for
founding Tewa. The Board of the GFW provided a learning vessel for me, and
I was supported by the organisation. I could not have done Tewa without the
learning and the support I got from some of you. The assurances for the initial
grants came from the GFW and activist donors who were working to enable it
to happen, although the work on the ground was done here in Nepal. Living in
Nepal’s context of ongoing transitions and foreign aid, starting an organisation
was not easy.
Tewa is a community child, owned by all of you who co-created in a number of
ways.
On the personal side, I also took great risks in forsaking not just the job I had with
UNIFEM at the time, but international job offers within the UN agencies and a
fully funded NOZDA grant to study in Massey University in New Zealand.
I put into practice all the clichéd development words such as participation,
sustainability, respectful, non-hierarchy, and worked from the very beginning to
ensure that there was a leadership transition in five years time. This also meant
that an endowment fund had to be put in place so that the Tewa team did not
have to worry about basic operational costs while they put their energies in local
fundraising and grant-making to organized women’s groups all over Nepal. With
the help of the Ford Foundation and our own local fundraising efforts, we were
able to initiate and start implementing an endowment plan.
We chose to invest in infrastructure due to the escalating armed conflict and the
phenomenal drop in bank interest rates for the endowment fund.
The endowment fund was invested in the Tewa Land & Building Development
Project (TL&BDP). The Tewa Board mandated me as well as the then Chair
of the Board, Meera, to lead in a most suitable manner. These were difficult
times for both of us; Meera was going through personal health issues and I had 3
children still in school and colleges.
While supporting the development of infrastructure, I founded Nagarik Aawaz
(NA) an organisation working primarily with conflict-affected youths and the
larger displaced population in Kathmandu and expanding that work to other
districts via willing development partners. During this period (9 years), I stepped
in to support Tewa whenever there was a crisis or when help was required. I
doubt if within Tewa there was an understanding of how intense and risk-taking
my work with NA was.
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Nevertheless, I realized that there was a growing concern at Tewa regarding the
unfinished infrastructures and how financial resources were not being generated
from it. Finally after handing over Nagarik Aawaz, and a few more years of
network building for women’s consolidated political agendas, I consulted Meera
and offered to work with her on the Sampanna Campaign with the intention of
completing the building and using them so they could generate adequate funds for
Tewa in an ongoing way.
A story is never one person’s. After Rita, Hope invited other Tewa members to
enrich the story by sharing what they remember, their own contributions and the
lessons learnt.
The following are some of the key issues raised by Tewa staff and members.
•

Transfer of knowledge: Meera has learnt from Tewa and transferred the
learning, especially the values, to her own private organisation.

•

A grounded organisation: Felt that in comparison to others (NGOs,
development sector), Tewa is much more grounded in terms of local
philanthropy practices and governance.

•

Tewa as a coaching organisation: Have had good coaching and learned
the most in Tewa. The Tewa journey has been enjoyable. Coming from
a corporate sector, working in Tewa was like jumping into a pool without
knowing how to swim. Tewa coaches helped learn to swim. I have also
realized that the Nepalis can give so generously to social causes such as that of
Tewa. These were powerful words from the current chair, Nirmala.

•

Tewa as family: Over the years, Tewa has become a family and we have
involved our families in the life of Tewa. Infact, Tewa provided a home to
many who had never belonged to any organisation and to those who worked in
isolation

•

Tewa as a place for healing: Many of us are attracted to Tewa because of its
work but also because of the healing sense of sisterhood.

At this point Hope said that she would like Janaki and Deepak to also write their
stories (owing to their shared leadership role at Tewa), for they did share some of
the strengths, but there must also be challenges and lessons therein. Then Hope
opened the floor to the other participants of the GAJ, and invited them to share
their thoughts in reflection of the work and lessons at Tewa.
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EXTRICATING SOME GEMS FOR THE JOURNEY OF Tewa, RITA AND
INDIVIDUAL JOURNEYS

•

Invest in women, it pays: I am very moved by this morning owing to the
many stories of Rita when she took the “plunge”. I share her unrelenting calls.
At age 19, I learned that only 1% of the philanthropic dollars was going to
women and this was unacceptable to me. I met Susan Barrister of the Ford
Foundation and entreated her to give us 1 million dollars so we could change
this. It never happened. The power of someone not believing in that “call”,
egged me to go on. For investing in women is the best strategy. I came to Tewa
to recharge my batteries, for I know that this is the way to work, and we must
continue to work in this way. It is now our collective role to acknowledge the
work being done and continue amplifying it.

•

Importance of trust: I liked what Rita said “we cannot do this work in an
environment of mistrust”. This is very important. Likewise in the early days
of the GFW, Luchie as Chair of the Board and I agreed that we would be
completely open and transparent with each other even when we did not agree
on a few things. We would be completely trusting of each other. We have the
power to change the world because of the way we run our organizations, in a
very personal and a conscious way.

•

Value based organisations are sustainable: My organization back in the
Philippines was one of the first 5 grantees of the GFW. I was put to the test
when the frictions back home was being talked about by the GFW board.
But during Anne’s leadership transition I ensured that clear values guided me,
although it was a very difficult time with the co-founders of the GFW. But by
remaining sincere and honest we could finally clear the air. We need to stay
together and march forward for the work we all intend to do.

•

Even within a feminist organisation, talk about power: I joined the
movement to have an alternative way of doing work e.g. not to have hierarchies,
and the power implications therein, but after some 5 years of being in the most
feminist organizations in India like Jagori & Saheli, I realized the challenges,
e.g. all were volunteers and all equal. But some invested more of themselves
and experienced burn out, and others did minimal work and still wanted to
occupy the same space and have a louder voice. Working for a while with Peggy
Antrobus was the most insightful and analytical extractions academically and
practically with the body of feminist work happening there in.

•

Love is a huge resource in our work: Like the grant-making at the GFW
premised on trust and respect, both “earned trust” and “extended trust”.
Often in Philanthropy we forget that love is central in the work we do, and that
love requires that we work in the same way with one another.
~ 13 ~

•

Focusing on the next generation: I have been working within patriarchal
structures – USAID. But even there, I focus on the next generation of leaders
and women’s empowerment and advancement. As and when I bring a closure
to my role, I want to know that YOU are there.

•

Listen and learn in order to grow: I am here to listen and learn. I am
picking up two threads. 1) Leadership and how hierarchies do not become a
deterrent and 2) how to listen and understand others, e.g. the next generation
and remain comfortable even if they do things we think are radical/foolish/
dangerous. Be open and honest. Listen to them. We have built this image of
what is right, but how can we continue the work when things do not go right?
What is working for you and what is not? We need to learn from what worked
and did not and from each other. Sometimes it is not about statistics but
about singing or talking together.

•

Succession and growth should be discussed: We are not yet strong in
managing successions for we are not often honest. We miss the wisdom of
engaging elders and the knowledge bridge this can bring.

•

Dangers of a single story: There is a danger of a single story; it shuts out
other people’s stories. There will always be pain but let us stay with what works
and how that can grow while still being in pain. Tend to your own fire and
others will grow with it. Let us build something new. Let us consult and let us
listen to others. They have a story too. Even those who cause us pain have a
story.

•

There are some feminists in bureaucratic and mainstream organisations:
The dangers of being “pure feminist” with a holier than thou attitude can
be dangerous in a women’s organisation. Tending the fire in a feminist
organisation is great but remember that in places like USAID and Ford
Foundation, there are also sometimes bigger opportunities for tending and
sparking the feminist fires. Not all who work in such organisations are
bureaucratic. Be careful about the insider/outsider feminist politics.

•

Fatal zealousness/feminist fundamentalists: There is a danger of being
just as zealous feminists as any other fundamentalist. ‘Working at the GFW,
encountering Esther Hewlett changed my attitude about rich people’, said
Anne. There is a fear in the women’s movement about creating spaces for those
who are different from us, about hearing other voices.

•

Owning poverty: We have to be careful about “we” the poor from the global
south. Some of us are just as privileged although we are located in the south.
We don’t own poverty.
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SUMMARY OF THE DISCUSSION

Hope summarised the discussion:
•

Mustard seed and ownership: Analogically what came out largely from
this very rich discussion from all sources was the mustard seed planted by
Rita; no matter what little resources you have, how uncertain about the
future, inexperienced, afraid; start. As long as the idea is owned by others, it
will multiply. It is important to have a power base and a constituency. For
anything that is not owned inevitably dies. Tewa is owned by many people,
grantees, funders, the board, staff, members, friends etc. Grantees are not
intimidated because they contributed to the buildings. They know that you
can even give a rupee and still be counted (grantee donors/staff).

•

Build, support and encourage activism: Our goal should not be to build
leaders, for the sake of building them as much as to build and encourage
activism and to support those who show commitment to give their best. Some
of them will become leaders over time and others will be more comfortable
in different roles – after all, a movement cannot be all leadership. What’s the
point of having a good ‘leader’ if there’s nobody left in the army to fight the
struggle? Tewa has built a strong broad base.

•

Inspire others to action: Tewa has inspired many; builders, cleaners, young
women, children etc. Part of what makes a leader, is their ability to inspire
others to action, and their ability to build the capacity of those around them,
to encourage people to give their best; and to recognise and value everyone’s
participation, rather than requiring recognition themselves. So why are so
many of our leaders so concerned with visibility & recognition? Are we
contributing to the problem by having different kinds of awards, etc.? Does it
also have to do with the need to prove to donors that x leader/organization is
worth investing in?

•

Not one but many bridges: There is not just a single bridge to connect us all
in our work. If we find that the one we built or are building is not suitable,
why not leave and go build a new, different, and more appropriate one. ‘That
to me was the beauty and the strength of all this discussion’.

•

Love as a catalyst: The Tewa Centre is built on “love”. Why love? It is the
ultimate motivation of a transformative leader. Love of a cause, principles,
people we work with or those whose lives we want to change, love of the
future. Love inspires audacity, boldness and courage, it generates boundless
energy. Without love of a cause, how can we take a stand, how can we make
sacrifices, how can we venture, how can we take risks? Its love that generates
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the energy that keeps us unfolding the future, that keeps us engaged, that
keeps us in the ‘groove’. …there is a deeper commitment and an emotional
commitment to seeing something through that also makes you willing to be
‘daring’ and not just be a bureaucrat and ‘represent’ people in an ‘all protocols
observed’ kind of way. Indeed! Love is what keeps transformative leaders going
when the barriers, the movement is fighting against, seem insurmountable.
•

Clarity about stance: Tewa stated its own values (integrity, honesty, trust –
being true to ourselves, our authentic self ) clearly and gave others the power to
agree or resist. Those who agreed came on board. It is important to clarify our
stance.

•

Importance of language: Language reflects who we are, we need to allow our
language to be congruent with and reflect our intention. When Tewa shares, it’s
her story, the words used, reflect who she is.

•

Spaces for reflection: As Tewa has walked, she has continued to reflect on
where she is, like thinking alongside and creating the space for individual and
organizational reflection/s. If we don’t reflect, we become like the oppressive
forces we are against; we erode.

•

Self care: Self care is inbuilt in the Tewa work starting with infrastructure,
gardens and other spaces. Urgent Action Fund (that Rita was part of ) initiated
a series of discussions around the issue of defending the defenders, and raising
the importance of self-care for activists. The discussion was met with relief by
activists involved. Self-care, wellness, sustainability -- it is all about finding
a way to have a balance. To keep doing this work with love, passion and fun
-- and to be able to take the hard times in our strides, to have perspective and
to understand that what we do is enough. It means I have enough inside me
to take care of -- and love -- my own body, heart and soul. It’s true, when you
are starved/drained, you look for the nearest thing to consume. Considering
we spend most of our waking hours doing work within our organizations or
movements, the most likely victims are those around us.

•

Stokers of fire: Tewa understood right from the beginning that it is not the fire
but stoker of it. The grantees are the fire. They are very visible in its work and
they speak with a sense of ‘we’.

•

Humility combined with fierceness: Tewa has held on to humility, generosity,
social solidarity. It has become exemplars of a new kind of NGO politics – a
generosity. At the same time it is fierce. It presents itself with confidence and a
sense of pride.

The meeting ended on a high note and individuals were free to take care of themselves
using whatever resources Tewa and Kathmandu offered.
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DAY TWO

3.2 WORKSHOP II: FACILITATED BY
LUCHIE PAVIA TICZON
The following day, there was a new look in the room, the
walls were empty unlike the day before, they were littered
with Tewa’s timeline. As the session began, the air was
full of anticipation for the arrival and talk of Venerable
Chokyi Nyima Rinpoche (Rita’s guru) immediately following the session.

Luchie

Luchie named the session “Compass for the Future” ~ a three-part strengths based
inquiry drawing from self-organizing wisdom as follows: “A Peak Experience in My
Journey” ...“My Next Destination” ...“Charting a Course Onward”.
Luchie began with a quieting and centering till each one of us felt we were fully in the
room. She asked if we remembered a dream/a sensation we had during the night or
upon waking up, saying that these were significant inputs during residential workshops.
Four among the 19 participants shared their experiences and the rest listened in open
containment. Luchie proceeded with introducing Open Space principles, law of two
feet, choosing to be either a bumblebee or a butterfly, and preparing to be surprised.
Although we only had three hours, we completed the process shortly after 12 noon,
at which the Rinpoche would arrive and give his talk. Luchie gave a light overnight
assignment and requested Rita and Hope if she could be given space and time to
synthesize the next morning.
The Rinpoche, along with his circle of disciples, arrived around one o’clock in the
afternoon, sat on his Venerable seat, was introduced by Rita, and began his talk. His
lessons were on observance of cause and effect and non attachment to any and either,
how to be healthy and happy, and the power of greed and anger. Some details –
•

In observing phenomena, such as a flower, there really is no flower as every detail
of it is not the flower itself and the whole flower is nothing without its every
detail ...each phenomenon is only a passing form ...as we all are

•

Doing good for others means being kind and loving

•

To be happy is to be healthy and to be healthy is to be happy

•

Three ways to be both healthy and happy are appreciation rather than seeing the
wrong; restore relationships rather than let them fester; rejoice rather than envy.

Although we had a very late lunch, we were still on time for the simultaneous
workshops offered to the public.
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3.3. AFTERNOON, TWO WORKSHOPS FOR THE
PUBLIC
There were two workshops offered to the public:
A. “Philanthropy NOW: Why and How? A global feminist viewpoint and
experience”. Panel chairing and remarks by Louise Davis, Vote of thanks by
Samantha, and documentation by Yelisha Sharma.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PRESENTATIONS

Opening Remarks from Tewa Executive Director Sadhana Shrestha, Philanthropy
as ingrained and practices in religious/social terms by Tewa donor Parimal Jha,
The practice of philanthropy across borders and economic terms by Tewa donor
Dr Susanne E. Jalbert, Planned and Legacy Giving: why and how’s by Tewa Donor
Tracy Gary, and Keynote address by Tewa donor Kavita N. Ramdas.
Sadhana Shrestha shared her experiences as a feminist philanthropist. She started
her address giving case stories of seeing people give away money to a woman
inflicted with leprosy at the roadside and a man helping to manage traffic on a
voluntary basis. Doing kindness, spreading love and making people happy is
philanthropy. Do we need to make a shift? How do we address the root cause of
injustice, crime, inequity, conflict, poverty, violence? She remarked on the need
to change the way philanthropy is usually defined and looked at. Strategic giving,
community based philanthropy and social justice philanthropy needs to be further
explored according to her. At Tewa, she said philanthropy is encouraged and
practiced and people are motivated by seeing change in the lives of women.
So, cultivation with purpose that grows with time is philanthropy for her. She also
briefed about the culture of giving at Tewa where grants are given to unfunded and
underfunded women’s organizations with love, respect and a lot of humility. In the
process Tewa has changed the lives of many women grantees as well as individual
women. In order to balance the power equation, over 90 grantee organizations have
become Tewa donors by donating to the SC campaign. Continuing what Tewa
does with added focus on the ‘beneficiaries’ is the future of Tewa’s philanthropy for
Sadhana.
Parimal Jha, a friend of Tewa from his inception years shared his personal
experiences of philanthropy. He was raised up in the plains, the Terai region of
Nepal in a joint family. He grew up with certain values like respecting the elders
and being kind and empathetic towards less fortunate. Giving was practiced so that
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nobody returned empty handed. Practicing philanthropy was further reinforced in
him through Hindu epics like Ramayan and Mahabharat. Jha has vivid memory of
his childhood where philanthropy was practiced on the occasions of various pujas
and social festivities where giving daan (goods in kind) and dakshina (money) are
an integral part of these ceremonies. Beneficiaries of this philanthropic behaviour
were usually the pundits (priests) and Brahmins who are males. Growing up as a
Hindu male child, various religious ceremonies like mundan, bratabandha, dashain,
diwali, rakhi, janmasthami was where he practiced philanthropy. Philanthropy is
also mentioned in various Hindu scriptures like Vedas and Gita where stinginess is
defined as a sin. Giving without expectations of return and no strings attached is
philanthropy for him. In case of Nepal, conceptualization and initiation of Tewa
reenergized philanthropy. Rekindling the lamps at people’s homes, lives, and hearts
has been the biggest contribution of Tewa according to Parimal Jha.
For Tracy Gary giving is one of the ways to become happy. She herself started
voluntary work when she was 13. In The United States, average American family
gives 2% of their income and the wealthy ones donate 10%-15%. She emphasized
that it is scientifically proven that people who volunteer live longer and are happier.
Often people give in general just to support a friend. But figuring out whom to
give to is a crucial question as in the US alone there are 2 million NGOs. So she
detailed out some crucial questions one needs to ask to oneself like: what do I
want to change or preserve? And what do I want to change in my lifetime? She
also advised if a cause really interests you and you do not have money to support
it, the strategic way would be to pledge and figure out ways of giving. She also
emphasized on the need of having a giving plan which is very important to make
giving more strategic.

From L to R: Yelisha, Samantha, Sadhana, Tracy, Kavita, Louise, Susanne, Parimal
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Kavita Nandini Ramdas defined philanthropy in a simple manner by saying it is
not a big word but it means loving others. Giving to vulnerable groups is one form
of philanthropy but one of the biggest challenges towards exercising philanthropy
is related to our anger and greed. Philanthropy is understanding what is the best
human being one can be. Also, Kavita underlined that there is no perfect time to
become a philanthropists and also philanthropy is not only about money. There
are other forms of philanthropy like organ donation. Even helping others with the
skills one has is philanthropy according to Kavita.
Susanne E. Jalbert started her presentation with a very intriguing question “what
can 1 person do?” Then she started her story of 20 years ago when Rita Thapa,
Tewa founder and she met in Beijing. She narrated how the two of them came
together across borders, economic divides and across cultures. It was then that
they discovered Dhaka Weaves as a way of supporting women’s work. Since then
Susanne has been selling Dhaka Weaves’s weavings which arrived unannounced as a
beautiful surprise for her, packed in suitcases all the way from Nepal to the United
States. Susanne has been selling these Dhakas in Tewa teas for over 20 years. Along
this journey, she is getting to learn a lot about Tewa and the work she has done for
women in Nepal. So far Susanne has conducted 240 Tewa teas with Tewa Angels
in America which has altogether touched the lives of 24,000 people in the USA and
managed to raise funds worth US$ 177,290.
DISCUSSION

The panellists and the audience formed a circle and interacted with one another.
Yelisha Sharma wanted to know about how Tewa teas are organized in America.
Susanne very explicitly explained how it is very common to organize fundraisers in
the USA and how she invites her family and friends to be a part of Tewa Teas. Lilu
KC asked the best ways to approach any donor and encourage them to give for a
women’s cause. Kavita responded by saying that sharing 2 or 3 life changing stories
is an important entry point. Tracy Gary emphasized that story telling is an art and
having mentors who have good story tellers is important. Deepak Dewan enquired
about the best way to break the barriers of religious philanthropy and encourage
people to give for the cause of women’s empowerment. To this, Kavita suggested
that one should be radical and use tradition, religion and culture to change women’s
situation like having pictures of goddesses with bruises while running an anti
violence campaign. Also Kavita noted that although philanthropy is important, it
cannot be a cure to all the problems and injustice that exist in the society. Therefore
along with practicing philanthropy one must be a good citizen and proactive in
holding the government accountable towards addressing root causes of inequality,
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injustice and poverty that exist in our society. Therefore it is not just enough to be
feminist philanthropists but one must be feminist philanthropist citizens.
In the end, Louise Davis thanked all the panellists for their insights and comments.
She reiterated that philanthropy is giving with compassion, with the right spirit for
yourself and for others and with strategy in order to make a positive change and be
that change.
B. “Building and Sustaining Institutions - the Feminist Way: Reflecting and
Strategizing on Best Practices”. Panel chairing and remarks by Dr Luchie P.
Ticzon, Vote of thanks and documentation by Paula Milano.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PANEL

Opening Remarks from Tewa Executive Board chair Dr Nirmala KC on setting the
stage for institutional governance, Lessons learned-Nepal by Development Evaluator
and Analyst Bihari Krishna Shrestha, Keynote address by GFW Founder Anne Firth
Murray, Building institutions by GFW CEO Musimbi Kanyoro via Luchie, and a
sharing from the floor on Key indicators of sustainability by feminist activist Hope
Chigudu. Vanita was not feeling well and begged off from the activity.
Nirmala 1. Her perspective of governance is that of vision --> policy --> action 2.
The identity of institutions depends on its ethics of practice 3. There are internal and
external aspects of governance 4. There are multiple accountabilities to donors and
beneficiaries 5. Three theories of NGO governance: 5.1. Equilibrium theory (why
NGOs exist) 5.2. Conflict theory (that is global) 5.3. Collaborative theory 6. Best
practices of governance can be seen in some grantee groups.

From L to R: Paula, Nirmala, Luchie, Anne, Bihari
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Bihari drew from lessons learnt in Nepal, which had grown faster than any country
in South Asia, citing three major feats as follows: 1. Growth among forest user
groups - whereas it took 20 years to destroy the forests, it had taken 10 years to
rebuild with 18,000 managing the entire forest with no need for external funding
2. Growth among mothers’ groups, which had surpassed the 2015 Health for
All goals before the time, specifically on child survival 3. Simultaneous rather
than sequential development 4. Further points emphasized were a) the need of
institutions for user ownership, change making at the ground b) critical factors
such as common and valuable stake, exclusive empowerment of direct users c)
good governance d) innovating institutional reforms through idiosyncratic change
makers.
Anne presented the case of the GFW, which started and continues to raise money
to give it away to women’s groups for their economic empowerment, human rights,
and freedom from violence, sharing her perspectives as follows: a) We all want to
make a difference - privately and through our contributions to civil society which
compels us to create organizations as a place to exercise a noble dream. b) In
creating organizations remember to 2.1. Dream 2.2. Share your dream 2.3. Avoid
nay sayers and pessimistic views and turn these into ‘to do’ lists 2.4. Lead and be
prepared for relationships to change 2.5. Citing Helen Keller “security is mostly
superstition” c) The difference we can make in our organizations is a set of values
and principles as well as ensuring diversity d) Money is only the compost and water
is the basic need to nourish commitment to belief, values, and love itself.
Musimbi’s thoughts which she entrusted to Luchie.
•

Always go back to your organizational purpose.

•

Stay with your faithful supporters, no matter the size and nature of their
support, as they are who you can rely on in times of difficulties.

•

Be open to receiving money from the government, since first of all the
money came from the people; yet do so only if the funds are offered without
conditionalities.

•

Work with foundations is slippery since the money they have accumulated also
comes from corporations. Still be open and engage with them through their
programs on social justice and equity.

•

Work with corporations is the trickiest since a) money is mostly made
embedded with multiple social and ethical issues and b) one never knows
whether the franchise holders of international corporations are your own
brothers. Still, engagement may be considered in terms of ** being able to sit
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with them and bring on the table a way to reflect back to them the negative
impact they may be making on the communities **working with individuals
who are open and responsive to working on social transformation **involving
them in a onetime major fund raising event.
•

Where real property has become a part of one’s organization, there is need to
even be more attentive to the organization’s original purpose. Less landlord
and property management issues deviate the organization from its original
purpose. Best to close shop than to be the subject of controversy which in turn
deviates our movements from their focus on empowerment for change and
transformation.

•

Last, continue to engage in something only if you are willing to die for it.

Hope built on what had already been said and added seven indicators of
sustainability as follows: 1. Service that is appropriate, needed, and in demand 2.
Internal capacity for skills, knowledge, resources, and personnel 3. Reflective in
recognizing change in the environment and flexible in response 4. Ability to attract
and manage resources 5. Non dependence on capabilities of pioneering leaders 6.
Outputs warrant inputs 7. Courage to address power in the organization.
Luchie drew connections in the presentations as follows, and affirmed by Hope’s
sharing from the floor: 1. Nirmala and Bihari on governance and accountability
or the reverse with the hordes of donors and their non accountability 2. Nirmala
and Anne on ethics and values 3. Bihari and Anne on 3.1. Having a clear goal/a
compelling dream and the power of change makers to see the gaps and stretch
to transform and not just fill in noting that, even if not specified by Bihari,
forest users are also women 3.2. Maintaining balance in relationships between
women and men in change making 3.3. Working together as groups and not as
individuals 3.4. Processes need to reflect principles and be applied to ourselves and
that commitment, love, and belief are what will have us take off and sustain our
engagements.
PARTICIPANTS’ ENGAGEMENT

Engagement of workshop participants with the Panel: 1. Dilemmas in leadership
and power 2. Donor politics in creation of women monsters, i.e. empowerment
of leaders that are donor driven 3. Disinterest of staff and board is but a sign,
therefore - 3.1. The need to see clearly the reasons for leaving (in pursuit of their
own prestige or calling) 3.2. The need for deep work on ownership at every level
3.3. The need to constantly reflect on changing situation, e.g. war 3.4. The need
to pay attention to when one loses the spirit/soul of the work 3.5. The need to be
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assured that, with vision and passion, there will be generations of new growth
with new participants instead of being fearful of succession, especially from
founders 3.6. The need to bring back the fire in the women’s movement rather
than be focused on institution building for its own sake 3.7. The need for spaces
for reflection of lessons learnt and documenting these, i.e. to study, theorize,
strengthen, deepen, broaden for continuity of movement toward systemic change
and interconnected empowerment in contrast to limited and limiting actions such
as unionizing and donor advised agendas for institution building.
ANNE’S QUESTION

In answer to Anne’s question on why did you come –
•

To listen and learn how institutions are built and
sustained in light of commonalities, difficulties,
and challenges

•

To learn and gain insights into self representation
at community levels and how their activities at
basic needs link up to the overall picture

•

Anne
To listen and learn about women’s
entrepreneurship, its stages of growth like nurturing babies, its sustainability
in terms of values that gave birth to the enterprise

•

Gaining encouragement in facing difficulties in legalities, compensation and
to accept that not all will be on the same page and the need to keep looking
for like minded people

•

Finding answers to divisions that persist in the work of social change and
empowerment of communities

•

Seeking perspectives on obtaining justice from extraction of resources
without accountability

•

Looking for courage to keep facing issues relative to the caste system,
feudalism, international intervention, and inhospitable environment

Once again at a full day’s end we boarded the now very familiar Tewa bus and
proceeded to Tewa general member Pratima Kakshapati’s home for our third
hosted dinner and delighted in the garden with fountains and the dancing along
with the feast and the conversations.
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DAY THREE

3.4 WORKSHOP III:
FACILITATED BY RITA THAPA
Rita opened the third and last day of “Gems ...” with
an exercise of breathing in all the pain and sorrow in
the world and breathing out love and compassion. She
followed that through with asking participants what
Rita
they remembered of the Rinpoche’s talk and added her own. She then asked us
to huddle in pairs to share what is arising in us in the moment and when done to
share that in the circle.
•

Rama and Luchie - 1. Rama is energized by what is going on at Tewa Centre
at this time and looks forward to being here each morning; she feels relieved
that there are commonalities with Nepal and Tewa in the experience shared by
international participants; she likes to keep silence and liked in particular how
the second day of “Gems ...” started. Luchie spoke of her practice at starting
her interior self work and public lifework in quietude and the growing circle
of those who are connected in quietude and silence and in intention of social
transformation. Rama requested to be included in the circle.

•

Nirmala and Anne - they both agreed that four days were not enough and
they want to continue sharing and can now do so with predictable frequency
with the help of technology.

•

Susanne and Sam - they expressed their awe at being with a bunch of pioneers
and exchanged views on engaging youth in philanthropy and thereby ensuring
continuity on how to save and give away money.

•

Janaki and Paula - they expressed excitement at the whole series of events and
their desire to expand yesterday’s process of peak experiences coming from
strengths, to choose paths to release the old and meet the new, as well as look
into the spiritual dimension as a way for expanding self and local community.
They were also amazed at the SC outreaching its goal.

•

Deepak and Tracy - at home, joyful and appreciative at being here in the
circle; moved by the enduring quality of love and respect in a powerful and
steady way, not just in Rita but in all who are called to this mutual work and
model it in the world; committed to steadily show up, send more people,
promote and help in sustainability; moved in feeling so loved and embraced in
the hospitality that has existed long before the founding of Tewa, by the non
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homophobic and gentle container that is all of the circle; raising the point of
transformation that is also needed in leadership succession, e.g. in now having
Sadhana step up after the leaving of the short lived Executive Director and
the need to surface that phase in Tewa’s timeline, no matter the difficulty and
support each other and the organization, and to thrive in that way and draw
from power within; the need to likewise model the practice of taking a break,
have massages, for example and know it is a topic for everyone.
•

Sadhana and Louise - both are feeling responsible in their work. With
encouragement from Rita, Louise shared what inspired her to give at that level
and the elements that conspired to have that materialize; their meeting each
other in a conference of the Grant Makers Without Borders, Louise joining
Tewa’s 10th year event; and meeting each other again in 2011 when Louise was
in Nepal and going on a trek and the events that unfolded in a bidding war at
the auction of her ancestral furniture. In turn, Rita wove in her own experience
of being at a crossroads with how to proceed with the Tewa building with no
energy to bring it to the next level and how the meeting with Louise re-energized
her into regaining her ability and confidence to seek engagement for a cause and
how Louise generously dedicated her resource and the universe gifted her with a
largesse she had not anticipated, and deciding to gift the entirety of the auction’s
net proceeds, as dedicated and for a larger cause.

•

Hope and Rita - marvelled at what was planned and what actually happened
and the importance of both the merging of the personal and the organizational;
recognition that some concerns need to be addressed and in time with Rita
feeling the weight of lots of responsibilities and the need to negotiate all spaces;
Hope feeling difficulty in parting with friends and feeling connected for as long
as the circle remains.

As agreed and drawing from the circle’s individual and collective wisdoms, Rita called
on Luchie to present a synthesis of yesterday’s sharing and assignment, as follows:
OUR COMPASS FOR THE FUTURE

A heart driven vision of empowering women to lead, enabling new generations of
women to realize that women’s rights are human rights, and getting men to care.
All these will bring about organized communities with safe spaces for children,
where gender justice will prevail in a variety of definitions of families, say as singles,
LGBT in community with extensions and expansions that come with facing and
transcending grief ’s, and that these new forms and knowledge will spread across
countries and the world, where linkages exist amongst individuals and groups with
donor collaboration.
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As regards working for women’s empowerment around the world, such connections
will bring about powerful change including in policy, formal and informal
education, culture, innovative ways to leverage funds, universities, religions,
governments, NGOs, local leaders, groups, and communities, sharing successful
models and of gender equity at work and positive relations among men and women,
employing and engaging processes imbued and suffused with love, compassion, and
goodness that result in expansive, boundless, and limitless possibilities, peace, and
happiness for all and that all can be encouraged to gift back and mentor from peak
experiences, to study and write for sharing more widely, to continue journeying
alone and together with purpose.
OUR STEPS FORWARD

Luchie followed up on her synthesis with a request that participants put on a flat
basket their assignments of identifying the three steps they would commit to in
order to reach their next destinations. These steps are needed for change to begin to
happen, from the powerful agency of the self that each may live their vision of the
future now.
Rita summed up the past two days as the intense day with Hope and the special day
with Luchie, and now wanted to engage the circle in putting together something
which we can all bring home. Rita asked the groups to choose one of two topics
a) leadership and b) sustainability, discuss, and share the key points in a plenary
that ties in with the themes that surfaced in Hope’s and Luchie’s workshops.
Guidelines given for leadership: honouring and engaging our partners, supporting
and sustaining now, growing future leadership; and for sustainability: ourselves, the
work we do, and the organizations we build.
A. ON LEADERSHIP

Group discussion led by Hope joined in by Nirmala, Louise, Samantha, Rama, and
Luchie. The group decided to focus on the question “What leadership do we want
to see in the world?”
•

Leadership that comes from the heart and not from money, which can corrupt
or be corrupted.

•

The power of the heart has to be made visible, studied, proven effective, and
promoted.

•

Distinguish between the power of the masculine and that of the feminine.
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•

A discussion of power has to be put on the table otherwise power will remain
hidden yet continue to operate. Structure, processes, context of the exercise
of power need to be clarified by a set of values, principles, accountability,
applicability, and appropriateness.

•

View power in its layers of complexity ~ personal Vis a Vis positional and
both intersected by the construction of race, class, caste, gender, ethnicity, and
identities.

•

Make sure the next generations of leaders are ready and nurtured from the
heart.

•

Use appropriate language informed by the heart to dialogue across differences
in light of innovations and new knowledge.

•

Learn to ride the wave of the leadership journey, as it is never smooth sailing.

•

Ground all these in self awareness, self care, self management, clarity of
purpose that translate to the organization one leads.

•

Leadership as a state of BEING and not just DOING.

•

Learning how to shape the future collectively.

•

Leadership not based on positional power, accomplishments, not even about
what one does. Leadership that creates a domain in which human beings
continually deepen their understanding of reality and become more capable
of participating in the unfolding of the world. Leadership that creates new
realities.

Ideas that surfaced upon sharing/others reaction to the presentation:
•

Stewardship of the next generation

•

Creative and visionary

•

Generosity, giving hope

•

Honoring deeply and creating/choosing team balance

B. ON SUSTAINABILITY

Group included Tracy, Anne, Kavita, Sadhana, Geeta, Deepak, and Janaki.
•

A triangulation of self, organization, and work that is circular and connected
with the apex of the triangle at the top

•

Application of feminist principles in how all these circles go around
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•

Self-ownership, appreciation/deepening at the core, pacing of leadership to
sustain the spirit that drives

•

A quality of intimacy in self revelation and vulnerability, willingness to become
a bridge, learning to love

•

HOW - offering opportunities to members as ecology of three and to be
there for each other, confidentiality, cutting across all levels of hierarchy for a
designated time period

•

Sustainability of self to evolve a community with clarity, balance, inclusiveness,
awareness, storytelling

•

Involving systems, processes, intellectual property rights, cash flow

•

Conscious transition plan with exit interviews create bigger and diverse
communities and enable the maintenance of right relationships

•

Balancing all sorts of stakeholders, learning to say “No” leads to a deepening
of knowledge, discovering and uncovering, as well as caring and respecting the
vulnerability and strengths of the bridges we create

Ideas that surfaced upon sharing:
•

The apex of the triangle be at the bottom and the centre spirals outward
to effect a rising from the ground and the dynamism of spiralling
multidimensionally

From L to R: Rama, Luchie, Tracy, Deepak, Hope, Rita, Nirmala, Anne,
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4.0 CLOSING REMARKS FROM Tewa
Sadhana - We need to ground ourselves in the work that was started. We need to
find the strength to re-institutionalize grant making, learn from the local, national,
and international models, and value Tewa even more. As stakeholders we need to
take the next push.
Rama - We need to focus on grant making. A picture I have in my mind is a
separate grant making building or facility.
Janaki - A vision I have is empowerment of volunteers, which is part of Tewa’s
work. We need to value grant making and balance that along with valuing the Tewa
Centre, internalizing why we do it along with what we are doing now. A question
I have is how do we convince everyone to own it and inspire the new generation to
take it on.
Geeta - Tewa created Tewa Centre and needs to continue and nurture it with the
same honesty, integrity, and high spirit. Tewa Centre is not just hospitality. When
participants gather, it is when consciousness is raised and feminism is promoted.
Nirmala - I am passionate about the future of Tewa and believe it is sustainable
through values in all its decisions and I’ll be a part of it. Its vision needs to be
evident from policy to action from different stakeholders and their accountabilities.
It can be a model for philanthropy with compassion and altruism, based on theory
leading to action and practice, whatever the form.
Deepak - We are a small and intimate group in this meeting and other group
member (rest of Tewa) are not here. We have experienced the Tewa Centre as a
space, a place where participants can heal, find comfort, and support each other.
How to influence the rest is a concern.
Rita - I need to reflect, to introspect deeply, and to understand where I am now,
how best to move forward especially as regards the Tewa Centre. Also, how do we
bring people in Tewa to that level of ownership, of understanding and reach an
agreement that we can all own it.
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5.0 ISSUES TO PAY ATTENTION TO AS
Tewa MOVES INTO THE FUTURE
•

Theorizing the work: Go beyond reflection on practice and rigorously
embrace theoretical work, reading, reminding each other the theory, and
documenting, writing, reflection, knowledge generation and knowledge
sharing. There are some leaders who claim they don’t read because they don’t
have time. Yet, again, reading is part of keeping abreast of what’s going on,
and situating one’s own strategies appropriately. And when I’m talking about
reading, I’m not talking about an hour a day on facebook keeping up with
people – although facebook and other sites can be very helpful in keeping
us aware of struggles going on in our own countries and beyond; but I’m
talking about reading research findings on our issues, so that our demands are
grounded in evidence. Being a credible activist leader also means having an
updated sense of political debates and critical thinking on the issues that we
work on. We need to understand the shifts in global power and how these
affect policy and our own government’s decision making around our work.

•

Emerging leadership: Continuously search and provide support for emerging
leadership – look and listen for leadership sparks; embrace mentoring
young people. Plough back consciously: the greatest pioneers have had an
eye for where potential lies and nurtured that. We need to develop the eye
for new leadership and build on what is there. It does not matter if we get
disappointed in a few people but keep going.

•

Power: Put issues of power on the table and discuss openly. What does it
mean? Who has it and who does not, what kind of power?

•

Talk about what did not work: Good leadership encourages people to talk
about what did not work, rather than only talking about what did work. The
Hewlett Foundation, for example, has a ‘worst grant’ competition, where
program officers have to describe the worst grant they made – looking at what
lessons they can learn about the way they make grants, from these negative
experiences. This is validating learning – creating a safe space within which
to talk about challenges. It also validates failure, acknowledging that many of
the ideas that we have do not work! If we do not interrogate what went wrong
we are very likely to repeat the same mistakes which is neither a good use of
resources nor a contribution to moving our work forward. This is a good point
in terms of making the case for both organizations and their donors to invest in
regular organizational reflection.
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•

Strategic succession, transition and growth planning: Leadership transitions
are inevitable and also healthy processes for organisations. They carry both
great opportunity and risk in terms of sustaining gains made through the
capacity development processes. For a fund with a small staff base, senior
leadership changes at the top, do present a significant challenge for institutional
continuity. However, organisations also need different forms of leadership
during different life stages. Leadership transition is inevitable.

•

Innovation grows from cultures of questioning: Tewa has come thus far;
there is a strong element of sisterhood. However, sisterhood needs to create
room for disagreements and agreements, for both reflection and contestation.
There is a tendency of organisations built on sisterhood to avoid confrontation,
and as a result individuals back down easily. As Tewa grows, it will have to
learn to live with contradictions, paradox, possibilities: weave, wind and be
open.

•

Share information: Tewa has done important work in isolated communities.
It is rooted amongst and within the people it works with. It is one of the
few funds that support CBOs, organisations, networks and allies to build
and strengthen women’s collective power for social justice. Nevertheless,
the organisation has a lot to share with other women’s funds. It has also got
information that other NGOs could use. It is time to be both internally
and externally focused, to share information so that Tewa contributes to
fundamental improvements not just in the work of grantees, but in others who
may never get a grant from it.

AS WE CONCLUDED

And so a conversation among sisters...
•

Through much of what we spoke about, what became deeply resonant and
quietly urgent was the need to infuse ourselves and our organisations with
a deep sense of humanity, of possibility; to redefine the boundaries of our
endeavours so that we may become more reflective and foster wakefulness and
deep learning into the lives of our organisations: to tend the inner garden. To
understand that the very nature of the organisation, how it is in the world
(and how it thinks about itself) as much as what it does is what makes our world
what it is. Our present is building our future: if we are able to become more
whole, apprehend wholeness, create wholeness, understand wholeness, we are
already halfway towards creating a more consciously chosen future. There was
a remarkable congruence of thinking and of feeling as we prepared to go home.
The central motifs that we gave expression to related to the following: We
call forth the future in the sense that “we make the path by walking it.” Our
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practice in that walking allows the future to emerge. It is not just any kind of
practice; a certain kind of practice is needed where we can hold on to the fact
that ‘every person matters’ as a principle – this is the core of our humanity,
of our feminist principles; that it is not just every person, but every moment,
everything we do that matters; that we need to let go of things as a means to an
end. If everything matters, then everything we do is an end.
BRIEF CIRCLE CLOSURE - A WORD TO GIFT EACH OTHER AND TO BRING
BACK

•

Luchie - Go Tewa. Keep showing up.

•

Louise - Thank you. Reflection.

•

Susanne - Support, unequivocal. Inclusiveness.

•

Anne - Love. Hope.

•

Rama - Bring people to Tewa. Learn from Tewa.

•

Nirmala - Love and respect. Knowledge and hope.

•

Sadhana - Myself in all honesty. Compassion, love, strength.

•

Sam - Stay passionate. Thank you. Everything counts.

•

Janaki - Give support. Take appreciation from everyone.

•

Tracy - Absolute awe, faith, hope. Lessons for learning to love.

•

Deepak - Serve Tewa honestly and with love. Love from everybody.

•

Geeta - My love. Dreams from everyone.

•

Hope - Thanks Tewa for showing us what is possible. Thanks for gift of
caring. Success is more difficult than failure. Tewa needs to manage its success
carefully. Thanks so much, Rita for making what appeared impossible become
possible.

•

Rita - Own all of this. Appreciation. Overwhelming. Mindful. Thoughtful.
Not let success get into my heart.
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HONORING RITA

At the end of the Closure, we were all led to the common room for an honouring
of Rita led by Louise and Tracy and inviting Luchie to start this with a Philippine
traditional indigenous ritual of laying a garland of flowers on Rita’s head
symbolizing honour and power as ephemeral as the quality of flowers, i.e. a moment
in time, as well as an offering of a necklace of choice and polished shells found in
their place by the sea in Northern Philippines.
This was followed through by Louise, Tracy, Hope, Susanne, Anne and participated
in by all in the circle.
Each person who was present in the room honoured Rita in her own way. Rita
accepted the honouring.

From L to R: Rita, Luchie
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ANNEX 1: INTRODUCTIONS
1.

Tracy: California/USA. I see Tewa as the necklace of the INWF. My
connection to Tewa is my love for Tewa and my own spiritual path (1994).

2.

Janaki: Kathmandu/Nepal. Have taken multiple roles at Tewa – importantly
as its Co-coordinator for 7 years, and now a campaign durga, and also working
with Rita for the Tewa Center (2007).

3.

Anne: New Zealander living in California. Have been connected from the
very beginning since Rita’s first expressed determination to begin Tewa in
Beijing 1995. In Tewa’s early years I also had a chance to visit and I felt that
Tewa applied the values in a deeper way than the GFW (1994).

4.

Louise: Montana/USA. Supported Tewa through the PRBB (a foundation
grant to Tewa) for three years. After meeting Rita at the GWOB conference
I was interested to visit, just as the SC concept note was being written, and I
decided that I would like to give a large donation for the Sampanna Campaign.

5.

Sadhana: Kathmandu/Nepal. My connection to Tewa has been via Rita, at a
time when I was hurting in 1992 when Rita reached out to me. As one of the
founding members of Tewa, it has been a life changing experience.

6.

Meera Jyoti: Kathmandu/Nepal. Connections via college friend Rita who
I know since some 42 years. As a founding member I have worn many hats
and a significant one has been as the Co-coordinator of the Tewa Land and
Building Development Project (TL&BDP), and as the Sampanna Campaign
co-chair with Rita.

7.

Heera: New Delhi/India. I have known Tewa for the past 5 years through the
Ford Foundation grant-making programme and therefore I only knew them
through their proposal. During this visit, I have grown to know what Tewa
really is and does.

8.

Vanita: New Delhi/India. I supported Tewa in 2006 since I was responsible
for the FF’s Civil Society & Philanthropy for Social Justice portfolio. Rita then
came to my office and made an impression. Making a grant for a building was
one of the most challenging things within the office. But when I visited Tewa,
I knew that it is not just about bricks and cement but was also about people
who care and want to take the women’s agenda forward.
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9.

Deepak: Kathmandu/Nepal. First staff Rita/Tewa recruited in September 1996.
Have worn many hats e.g. at one time took the leadership role jointly with
Janaki. Presently I am also working to support the TC and the campaign.

10. Draupadi: I am from Far West Nepal but went to school in Kathmandu. I met
Rita in the late ‘80s and was impressed. So was happy to join Tewa as a founding
member when she invited me.
11. Rama: Kathmandu/Nepal. Treasurer/Tewa. Connection with Tewa began in
1997 when I joined in the fundraising volunteer training. I feel very lucky to be
a part of Tewa. When Rita takes on an initiative, I always wonder how it is going
to be fulfilled, but it always does get fulfilled.
12. Luchie: Luzon Island/The Phillippines. I met Rita in 1994 as an activist sister
from the global South. Since then our paths have intercrossed time and again.
I feel we were the midwives for Tewa birthing. On my part, I spoke to the need
to know oneself and grow one’s passion and tend one’s passion and dedication
to lifework as a way forward in women’s visions and divisions and at times lead
ultimately to unity in different forms than originally birthed. Two examples I
referred to were (1) facing the turmoil of being GFW board chair and my own
organization breaking apart. I coursed through that and the sense of support
I had from Hope and Rita who spoke to the context of our countries’ women’s
movement/empowerment that upset the status quo and (2) transitioning was
illuminating.
13. Kavita: New Delhi/India & USA. Connection with Tewa/Rita began in 1998
when Rita was on the recruiting panel of the GFW which took me in at only 33
years of age, as the first CEO to follow Anne Firth Murray. Since then I have not
known a world without Tewa. Even though Tewa was young there were always
lessons we could learn e.g. the fundraising volunteers and the recognition of
volunteers. And it is consistent that when Rita dreams, it is always proven true.
14. Musimbi: Kenya & USA. I knew about Tewa before joining as the CEO of
the GFW. I want us to learn from each other and work together as peers in
advancing women rights.
15. Samantha: Montana/USA. I was connected to Tewa by my Mom, Louise.
Since then I have heard so much about it and now to come and actually witness
Tewa and to be inspired – it is a privilege.
16. Susanne: Colorado/USA. Connected to Rita in 1987 when I was a part of a
trekking group to Nepal. Rita took me in to her home when I was thrown out
of a hotel. I also flew out of Beijing with Rita in 1995 when she was beginning
to think of Tewa. Since then, I began the “Tewa Teas” to support Tewa via the
Dhaka Weaves.
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17. Paula: California/USA. My connection to Tewa began when I retired and
wanted to work for women and chose Nepal since I had a call to come to
Nepal. I was asked to look into the marketing aspects of the TL&BDP. I have
watched with fascination as the SC unfolded and it has been a very spiritual
experience for me personally.
18. Nirmala: Kathmandu/Nepal. One of my ideal persons is Rita. I get many of
my own questions answered by Rita. I met her some 22 years back when I was
volunteering. Luckily when she founded Tewa she invited me as one of the
founding members.
19. Hope: Zimbabwe/Africa. I know Tewa via Anne because I met Rita at the
GFW. Both of us had been invited by Anne to join the governance board of
the GFW. We have walked together, as sisters, holding hands. We are soul
mates and colleagues, and are always talking about the women’s funds. At
times I have had the pleasure of working with Tewa.
20. Rita: Kathmandu/Nepal. Founded Tewa and undertook multiple leadership
responsibilities, a significant one has been as the Co-cordinator of the Tewa
Land and Building Development Project (TL&BDP) and as the Sampanna
Campaign co-chair with Meera.

From L to R: (Standing) Vanita, Paula, Samantha, Luchie, Louise,
Susanne, Nirmala, Deepak, Tracy, Hope, Meera, Anne, Sadhana
(Sitting) Rama, Janaki, Kavita, Heera, Draupadi, Musimbi
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